
 

 

Notes on the back story of this letter: 

 

 This is my reply to Michael Tarnowski, who back in 1980 wrote a letter to me (alas, probably 

lost) with a number of questions about my program "52206 A Chess Game" for the HP-67, which I had 

earlier submitted to the HP Users' Program Library Europe. It succeeded in catching Mr. Tarnowski's 

eye upon seeing its abstract in the UPLE HP-67 Catalogue, so he promptly got it from there. 

 He was mostly interested in the program's inner workings and thus I proceeded to explain them in 

great detail to him by means of this reply letter, and even included a hand-drawn flowchart of the 

program's logic used to determine its move, as well as relevant comments. 

 I also offered to exchange UPLE programs with him, and we shared our respective lists of the 

ones we had, but ultimately nothing came of it. 

 

                      Valentin Albillo, 24-09-2021 
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L2Iy then to beat the machine: in 7most casec ¢y will be cure -
hoferehand that your machine cculdn’t do any well but look at -
ineir Taces after being checkmatsd once and opain | Furinermore |,
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That ’s all . 1 hope it could be of sny nelp
to you. L sold my HP-67 long ago, =nd rot the rewH'-4lc , but I
may dispose of a 97 if needed; if you nced any additicn=i informg
ticn, don’t hesitate to write.

Best regards ,

F.l.- I've got well over two hundred pregrams from the User ‘o Library, and I am very intecrested cver the soesibility of ex -changing programs with you. If you are interested too, send-me two lists: one with the referecnce numbers of the programs
you have, and the other with the numbers of the arogiamé Jyouwould like to have , and 1°11 do the sane. ’
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